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This vintage book contains a detailed guide to playing polo. It includes information on how the game is
played, the rules, tips, equipment, riding, and everything else players need to know about the game. "As to
Polo" is highly recommended for those with an interest in the game and constitutes a must-have for
collectors of vintage sporting literature. Contents include: "The Game," "The Polo Club," "Field, Ponies and
Equipment," "Rules," "Horsemanship," "Use of the Mallet," "Team Play," "Duties of No. 1," "Duties of No.
2," " Duties of No. 3," " Duties of No. 4," " Duties of the Captain," "Match Playing," "A Possible way of
Supplying Ponies," et cetera. Many vintage books such as this are becoming increasingly scarce and
expensive. We are now republishing this volume now in an affordable, modern edition complete with a
specially commissioned new introduction.
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From reader reviews:

Wendy Brame:

Reading a guide tends to be new life style within this era globalization. With studying you can get a lot of
information that can give you benefit in your life. Together with book everyone in this world could share
their idea. Publications can also inspire a lot of people. A great deal of author can inspire all their reader with
their story or their experience. Not only the storyplot that share in the publications. But also they write about
the knowledge about something that you need case in point. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach
your children, there are many kinds of book that you can get now. The authors these days always try to
improve their proficiency in writing, they also doing some exploration before they write to their book. One
of them is this As to Polo.

Janice Arias:

Your reading 6th sense will not betray you, why because this As to Polo e-book written by well-known
writer who really knows well how to make book that could be understand by anyone who have read the
book. Written inside good manner for you, still dripping wet every ideas and writing skill only for eliminate
your own personal hunger then you still question As to Polo as good book but not only by the cover but also
with the content. This is one reserve that can break don't ascertain book by its protect, so do you still needing
a different sixth sense to pick this kind of!? Oh come on your studying sixth sense already told you so why
you have to listening to yet another sixth sense.

Kimberly Foley:

As we know that book is essential thing to add our expertise for everything. By a book we can know
everything we want. A book is a pair of written, printed, illustrated or perhaps blank sheet. Every year had
been exactly added. This book As to Polo was filled concerning science. Spend your time to add your
knowledge about your science competence. Some people has various feel when they reading a book. If you
know how big good thing about a book, you can sense enjoy to read a publication. In the modern era like at
this point, many ways to get book that you wanted.

Tara Reynolds:

What is your hobby? Have you heard that will question when you got college students? We believe that that
query was given by teacher to the students. Many kinds of hobby, Every person has different hobby. So you
know that little person including reading or as studying become their hobby. You need to know that reading
is very important as well as book as to be the matter. Book is important thing to include you knowledge,
except your own personal teacher or lecturer. You find good news or update regarding something by book.
Numerous books that can you decide to try be your object. One of them are these claims As to Polo.
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